Our Song

The stunning new emotional drama from
ebook phenomenon Dani Atkins, author of
Fractured. This is the story of Ally and
Charlotte, whose paths have intersected
over the years though theyve never really
been close friends. Charlotte married Allys
ex and first true love, David. Fate is about
to bring them together one last, dramatic
time and change their lives forever. Full of
Danis signature warmth and emotion, this
is a gripping and emotional family drama.
With breath-taking plot twists, Dani
explores themes of serendipity, friendship
and love. She fully engages the reader in
the dilemmas faced by her characters. What
would you do if your husband was the love
of somebody elses life? And when faced
with an agonising decision, could you put
the past behind you and do the right thing?
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